The usage positive definite metric tensors derived from second derivative information in the context of simplified manifold Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA) is explored. A novel adaptive step length procedure that resolves the shortcomings of such metric tensors in regions where the log-target has near zero curvature in some direction is proposed. The adaptive step length selection also appears to alleviate the need for different tuning parameters in transient and stationary regimes that is typical of MALA. The combination of metric tensors derived from second derivative information and adaptive step length selection constitute a large step towards developing reliable manifold MCMC methods that can be implemented automatically for models with unknown or intractable Fisher information, and even for target distributions that do not admit factorization into prior and likelihood. Through examples of low to moderate dimension, it is shown that proposed methodology performs very well relative to alternative MCMC methods.
Introduction
Supposeπ(x) is a target density kernel where x ∈ R d so that π(x) =π(x)/´π(x)dx is a probability density function. Bayesian analysis of many statistical models necessitates the calculation of integrals with respect to π(x) when π(x) is analytically intractable and only the unnormalized density kernelπ(x) is available for evaluation (see e.g. Gelman et al., 2014) . To approximate such integrals, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) has seen widespread use, and the development of better MCMC algorithms that can help researchers tackle even larger and more challenging models is still a highly active field (see e.g. Andrieu et al., 2010; Girolami and Calderhead, 2011) .
term in such diffusion, and consequently the mean of the proposal distribution, will depend on the gradient of logπ(x). To achieve reasonable acceptance rates, it is often necessary to choose the (time-) step length of the proposal distribution rather small, and it has been argued that the MALA in this case will revert to a behavior similar to that of the random walk MH (Neal, 2010) .
Another way of constructing MCMC samplers that exploit derivative information is Hamiltonian (or Hybrid) Monte Carlo (HMC) (Duane et al., 1987; Liu, 2001; Neal, 2010; Beskos et al., 2013; Hoffman and Gelman, 2014) . HMC has the potential of producing proposals that are far from the current state, while retaining arbitrarily high acceptance rates at the cost of more computation. The proposals originate from numerically integrating a set of ordinary differential equations that involve the gradient of logπ(x) and it is often necessary to evaluate this gradient hundreds of times per proposed state to achieve reasonable acceptance rates.
Both MALA and HMC rely on the user choosing a scaling matrix (in addition to other tuning parameters) to achieve reasonable efficiency. In a landmark paper, Girolami and Calderhead (2011) proposes to recast MALA and HMC on a Riemann manifold that respects the local scaling properties of the target, and consequently alleviates the need to choose a global scaling matrix. Suppose x are the parameters to be sampled and y the observations associated with a Bayesian statistical model that admit the explicit factorization into data likelihood p(y|x) and prior distribution p(x), i.e.π(x) = p(y|x)p(x). Then Girolami and Calderhead (2011) took their metric tensor to be the matrix
namely the Fisher information matrix associated with data likelihood plus the negative Hessian of the logprior. This choice was demonstrated to be a highly suited for Langevin and Hamiltonian based algorithms that take local scaling properties into account. However the Fisher information matrix is rarely available in closed form, and the potential for automating the implementation of MCMC samplers based on such a metric seems a formidable task.
In this paper, an alternative approach based on deriving a metric tensor for simplified manifold MALA directly from the negative Hessian of logπ(x) is explored. As noted by Girolami and Calderhead (2011) and several of the discussants of that paper (see e.g. Sanz-Serna, 2011; Guerrera et al., 2011; Jasra and Singh, 2011) , this approach admit a high degree of automation via e.g. the usage of automatic differentiation software (Griewank, 2000) , but is complicated by the fact that the negative Hessian is typically not positive definite over the complete support of the target. Obtaining positive definite local scaling matrices from potentially indefinite Hessian matrices for application in modified Newton methods has seen substantial treatment in non-convex numerical optimization literature (see section 6.3 of Nocedal and Wright, 1999 , for an overview).
Such approaches typically rely on either modification of the eigenvalues via a full spectral decomposition of the Hessian, or some form of modified Cholesky algorithm that produces a factorization of a symmetric positive definite matrix that is close to the Hessian in some metric. In the MCMC context, the former approach was taken by Martin et al. (2012); Betancourt (2012) , whereas in the present paper we advocate the latter as it has potential to exploit sparsity of the Hessian.
The added generality with respect to target densities that can be handled by Hessian-based metric tensors (based either on the spectral decomposition or modified Cholesky factorizations) relative to (1) comes at the cost of potential pathological behavior in regions of the log-target with near zero curvature in some direction.
To counteract such effects, the primary contribution of this paper is a noble adaptive step length procedure for simplified manifold MALA that leaves the stationary distribution unmodified. The adaptive step length procedure exploits the well known fact that a MALA update is equivalent to a particular HMC method using one time integration step (Neal, 2010) , and therefore admit us to choose step lengths for simplified manifold MALA based on the (dimensionless) energy error of the associated Hamiltonian system. An additional pro of the adaptive step length procedure is that it appears to alleviate the need for different tuning parameters in transient and stationary regimes that is typical for standard MALA implementations (Christensen et al., 2005) .
The remaining of the paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 describes the applied metric tensor and the adaptive step length selection, and illustrates the proposed methodology using a pilot example. Section 3 illustrates the proposed methodology on two realistic example models, and compares the proposed methodology to alternative MCMC methods. Finally section 4 provides some discussion.
2 Adaptive step length modified Hessian MALA Assume thatπ(x) is sufficiently smooth to admit continuous derivatives up to order 2. We denote the gradient of the log-kernel g(x) = ∇ x logπ(x) and the Hessian of the log-kernel as
We take as vantage point the simplified manifold MALA (sMMALA) or position specific preconditioned MALA of Girolami and Calderhead (2011) , which is a Metropolis-Hastings method characterized by the proposal distribution
Here G(x) is a d × d symmetric and positive definite matrix, from now on referred to as the metric tensor, and ε is a tunable step length where sensible values typically are in the (0, 1] interval.
Modified Cholesky based metric tensor
This section explains a metric tensor based on an adaptation of the modified Cholesky decomposition of Gill and Murray (1974) , Gill et al. (1981) , from now on referred to as GMW. Suppose A ∈ R d×d is a symmetric, not necessarily positive definite matrix. Given a user-specified small positive scale parameter u, our adaptation of GMW (details and algorithm in Appendix A) aims at finding a Cholesky decomposition LL T where L is lower triangular so that
The matrix J is a diagonal matrix with non-negative elements chosen to ensure thatÂ is positive definite, and in particular the design of the GMW Cholesky algorithm ensures that if A is sufficiently positive definite, then J = 0. The GMW factorization has seen widespread use within the numerical optimization literature as a key ingredient in practical Newton optimization algorithms for non-convex optimization problems (Nocedal and Wright, 1999) , and has also served as the basis for further refinements as in Eskow (1990, 1999) . For simplicity, we employ here on a variant of the algorithm given in Gill et al. (1981) . Matlab-callable mex-functions for dense and sparse GMW-factorization where the sparse version is based on the csparse library (Davis, 2006) are available from the author upon request.
In the remainder of this paper we work with the modified Hessian metric tensor
where L(x) is the output from the GMW Cholesky factorization (3) applied to −H(x). In it self this, this approach for finding a metric tensor is not fail safe. To see this, consider for instance the d = 1 case, for which the proposed metric tensor reduces to
Typically we take u to be rather small in order not to disturb the proposal mechanism of sMMALA (2) (4), u = 1.0e − 3 and ε = 0.75 applied to a t-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom. It is seen that the chain rarely enters the regions near |x|=2, and when it does, it tends to get stuck. An example of this is seen starting in iteration 21347 where the chain is stuck for 340 iterations at approximately 1.9529. transition density q(x t |x * ) occurring in the nominator of the acceptance probability will be
When the method has moved into such a region, the chain will tend to be stuck for many iterations as the proposal distribution then has too large variance.
To illustrate this phenomenon, consider a t-distributed target with 4 degrees of freedom. In this case there are two deflection points of the log-density located at |x| = 2. Figure 1 shows 50,000 MCMC iterations using sMMALA based on (4) for this target. It is seen that the chain rarely enters the regions close to the deflection points, and when it does, the chain tend to get stuck. It is worth noticing that these effects are not unique to the modified Cholesky approach, as (4) would also be the result if the metric tensor was computed by modifying the eigenvalues of a full spectral decomposition as in Martin et al. (2012); Betancourt (2012) . Rather the effects are the cost of the added generality associated with using second order derivative information directly rather than via the Fisher information matrix as in Girolami and Calderhead (2011) . To mitigate these undesirable effects, (5) suggest either that u or ε must be chosen adaptively. In this work, we focus on the latter as a simple and computationally efficient method can be implemented for this purpose.
Adaptive selection of ε based on Hamiltonian dynamics
The method for selection of ε uses a well-known duality between MALA and HMC, namely that the proposal of MALA corresponds to a single time-integration step of HMC starting at x t when the leap frog integrator (Leimkuhler and Reich, 2004 ) is employed (Neal, 2010) . Here we propose to choose the step length for sMMALA so that the energy error of a single trial step of the corresponding HMC method (i.e. when the mass matrix of the HMC method is G(x t )) is below a tunable threshold. The rationale for such an approach is that the absolute energy error provides a measure of time integration error that is comparable across different areas of the target density, and that will be large if the local scaling properties of log π(x) are poorly reflected by G(x), as in the student t-pilot example discussed above. Computing the absolute energy error of the trial step is inexpensive relative to e.g. doing complete trial sMMALA steps for different values of ε, with the computational cost typically dominated by a few additional gradient evaluations. It should however be noted that the exponential of the energy error cannot be interpreted directly as an acceptance probability as in standard HMC as the HMC mass matrix cannot depend on the current position x t .
Suppose first that we introduce a standard Gaussian auxiliary variable
and consider the augmented target distribution
The two independent components are updated individually in systematic Gibbs manner. However we let the step length ε in the sMMALA proposal-mechanism for updating x depend on the current state of w in following manner:
Given current configuration of (x t , w t ), we define the position specific dummy Hamiltonian
where q(τ ) denotes position and p(τ ) denotes momentum at fictional time τ . Then a single leap frog step of (time-) length ε starting from q(0) = x t and p(0) = L(x t )w t is performed:
The trial proposal x * (ε|x t , w t ) would occur if the standard normal vector w t was used to generate a proposal from (2) with current state equal to x t and time step length ε. The energy error associated with this trial time integration step is given as
. Based on the expression for ∆(ε|x t , w t ), a possible method for choosing ε = ε(x, w) would involve the following steps:
Suppose γ > 0 is the maximal allowable trial energy error that is typically tuned to produce the desired acceptance rate, with lower values of γ corresponding to higher acceptance rates and smaller ε. Letε be the maximal step length and let ε 0 denote the smallest positive root in ε of |∆(ε|x, w)| = γ. An idealized candidate for choosing ε is then ε(x, w) = min(ε, ε 0 ). In practice, locating ε 0 would amount to solving an equation that involves the gradient of the log-target numerically, and for computational effectivity reasons we therefore propose a method for only approximating ε 0 in Section 2.4.
Note that any step length selection method ε(x, w) based on finding or approximating ε 0 is itself stochastic even when conditioned x as ε(x, w) depends on w. A further idealized candidate would be to integrate out w, i.e.´ε(x, w)p(w)dw, but even for moderate dimension d this becomes computationally intractable as this integral has to be computed numerically. Further, it is not obvious that a deterministic step length (as a function of x) has clear advantages over a stochastic step length.
sMMALA with adaptive step length selection
Provided that a deterministic (when conditioned on x and w) function ε(x, w) has been chosen and that the current state of the chain for the augmented target (6) is (x t , w t ). Then one Gibbs cycle of the proposed methodology to obtain (x t+1 , w t+1 ) consist of the following steps:
• Compute forward step length ε f = ε(x t , w t ).
• Sample z ∼ N (0, I d ) and compute proposal x * t+1 = x * (ε f |x t , z) according to (8).
• Compute backward step length ε b = ε(x * t+1 , w t ). (4), u = 1.0e − 3, ε(x, w) = min(1, ε 0 ) as defined in the text and γ = 1.0 applied to a t-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom. It is seen that the adaptive selection of step length resolves sampling in the problematic regions around the deflection points.
• Compute MH accept probability
Let x t+1 = x * t+1 with probability α(x t , x * t+1 ) and let x t+1 = x t with remaining probability.
• Sample w t+1 ∼ N (0, I d ).
That this Markov kernel has (6) as invariant distribution is easily seen as it is a Gibbs sampler with blocks x|w and w|x, where updating of the latter is trivial. When conditioning on w, the update of the former block is a standard reversible MH step with proposal distribution
with the dependence on w made implicit in the notation.
Figure 2 presents 50,000 MCMC iterations using sMMALA with metric tensor (4), adaptive step length selection ε(x, w) = min(1, ε 0 ) and maximal absolute energy error γ = 1.0 for the t 4 −distribution target considered in section 2.1. It is seen that the adaptive step length selection resolves the inefficient sampling near the deflection points seen for the fixed step length implementation in Figure 1 . Figure 3 shows the actual values of the (forward) adaptive step lengths ε(x t , w t ) as a function of x t , along with their expected value found by integrating out w. We see that the energy error criterion appear to discriminate very well that the metric tensor (4) shows pathological behavior around the deflection points at |x| = 2. 
Practical implementation and choosing γ.
For practical applications it is not necessary, nor desirable from a computational perspective, to find ε 0 with high precision. Rather a backtracking iterative scheme as exemplified in Algorithm 1 can be used. This algorithm is inspired by line searches commonly used numerical optimization (Nocedal and Wright, 1999) and the overarching idea is to generate a sequence trial step lengthsε = ε 1 > ε 2 > . . . until the criterion |∆(ε s |x, w)| < γ is fulfilled. Algorithm 1 has two types of decrements, where in the case that absolute energy error is greater than β, the next trial step length is a factor ρ < 1 times the incumbent one. If the absolute energy error is smaller than β, but greater than γ, the choice of the next trial step length is informed by the fact that ∆(ε|x, w) = O(ε 3 ) for small ε. More specifically, we let next trial step ε s+1 be 0.95 times the root in ε of∆ s (ε) − γ where∆ s (ε) = (ε/ε s ) 3 |∆(ε s |x, w)| is the third order monomial that interpolates the observed absolute energy error at ε s . The factor 0.95 is included to counteract slow convergence infrequently seen when |∆(ε s |x, w)| is close to γ. Of course Algorithm 1 constitute only an example of how to implement ε(x, w), and may be further tuned and refined for each model instance without disturbing the stationary distribution as long as it remains the same throughout the MCMC simulation. The cost of each iteration will typically be dominated by the gradient evaluation needed for computing r for each trial ε. However, the handful of gradient evaluations needed for computing ε f and ε b are typically considerably less costly than multiple gradient evaluations needed to complete one iteration of a HMC.
For non-Gaussian targets, γ needs to be tuned to obtain the desired acceptance rate, as it does not directly translate into a log-acceptance probability as in HMC when G is non-constant. The tuning could Algorithm 1 Practical backtracking line search algorithm.
1: Set ε 1 ← 1 (or some reasonableε) 2: Set β ← 10 (or some reasonable energy error threshold). 3: Set ρ ← 0.5 (or some reasonable step length decrement). 4: for(s = 1, 2, . . . ) 5:
Compute |∆(ε s |x, w)|.
6:
if(|∆(ε s |x, w)| > β) 7:
ε s+1 ← ρε s . 8:
if(|∆(ε s |x, w)| < γ) 10:
Return ε(x, w) = ε s . 11: else 12:
end if 14:
end if 15: end for be done by e.g. dual averaging during the burn in iterations as in Hoffman and Gelman (2014) . However, we have found that as a rule of thumb, values of γ between 1 and 2 tends to produce acceptable results for low to moderate-dimensional problems as the ones considered below. In this case, the adaptive step length selection typically produces long step lengths (ε ∼ 1) when G contains useful scaling information, but acts as safeguard and reduces the step length substantially when G shows some form of pathological behavior.
It is interesting to consider the impact of dimension d on the proposed adaptive step length selection, and consequently on the overall performance of the proposed methodology. For this purpose, we consider any d-dimensional non-degenerate N (µ, Σ) target, as it is rather trivial to show that
when G(x) = −H(x) = Σ −1 . For any fixed γ, which in the Gaussian case translates to a fixed acceptance rate invariant of d, the adaptive step length has leading term behavior ε = O(d −1/4 ). Thus for high-dimensional target distributions, it is inevitable that adaptive step length sMMALA will revert random walk behavior, and as a consequence we consider primarily low to moderate-dimensional applications as the primary scope.
Illustrations
This section considers example models and compares the proposed considered first is included to highlight the behavior of AMH-MALA for a posterior distribution that exhibit strong non-linear dependence structures and has indefinite Hessian in substantial parts of the relevant parameter space. The Bayesian binary response regressions considered afterwards are included to allow for easy comparison with the methodology presented in Girolami and Calderhead (2011) .
To compare the performance of different MCMC methods, we follow Girolami and Calderhead (2011) in estimating effective sample size (ESS) via the initial monotone sequence estimator of Geyer (1992) , and in particular compare the minimum ESS (across the d dimensions of π) per second CPU-time spent obtaining the samples. All computations were carried out on a 2014 macbook pro with a 2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8 GB of memory.
GARCH(1,1) model with t-distributed innovations
As the first realistic illustration we consider sampling the posterior parameters of a GARCH(1,1) model with t-distributed innovations (see e.g. McNeil et al., 2005 , Chapter 4) for log-return observations y 1 , . . . , y T on the form
The priors are taken from Ardia and Hoogerheide (2010) and are the default priors used in the associated bayesGARCH R-package for the same model. Specifically, α 0 , α 1 , β have independent truncated normal priors
1000 )1 {β>0} . The prior for the degrees of freedom parameter ν is a truncated exponential, namely p(ν) ∝ exp(−ν/100)1 {ν>2} . For our illustration, we employ a data set of Deutschmark vs British Pound (DEM/GBP) foreign exchange rate log-returns at daily frequency, which is also included in the bayesGARCH package. The sample covers January 3, 1985 to December 31, 1991, and constitute T = 1974 log-return observations. : Diagnostics for a typical run of AMH-MALA with initial parameters set to the unrealistic values log(α 0 ) = −10, log(α 1 ) = −1, log(β) = −3 and ν = 20. The upper 4 panels are trace plots of parameters α 0 , α 1 , β and log(ν) where the logarithm is applied to latter for visual reasons. The 5. panel is a trace plot of the forward step length ε f . The 6. panel depicts the smallest eigenvalue of −H(x t ), with smallest eigenvalue for the first 211 iterations being smaller than -25. The last panel shows the log-target target density at the current iteration, i.e. logπ(x t ).
The proposed AMH-MALA methodology is compared to the Gibbs sampler implemented in the bayesGARCH package (Ardia and Hoogerheide, 2010) and HMC. For HMC we follow Girolami and Calderhead (2011) and choose 100 time integration steps and the integration step length was taken to be ε = 7.5e − 3 ± 10% uniform noise to attain an acceptance rates around 80%. In addition we also consider AMH-MALA implemented with a metric tensor similar to the one proposed by Betancourt (2012) and denote this by AMH-MALA(eig).
Specifically, let λ i denote the ith eigenvalue of −H. Then G has the same eigenvectors as −H but the ith eigenvalue is taken as max(|λ i |, 1.0e − 3). For both AMH-MALA methods, we use γ = 1.0 and Algorithm 1 with β = 10.0, ρ = 0.5 for adaptive step length selection. For AMH-MALA based on the modified Cholesky we take u = 1.0e − 3. HMC and the AMH-MALA methods are applied in log-transformed parameters α 0 = log(α 0 ), α 1 = log(α 1 ), β = log(β) and ν = log(ν − 2) to remove potential numerical problems related to the truncations imposed by the priors. Table 1 provides mean CPU times, mean ESSes and mean minimum ESS per computing time for the parameters of the GARCH model (9-10) across 10 independent repeated runs of 5000 samples each. For bayesGARCH we used 5000 burn in iterations, whereas the remaining methods used 1000 burn in iterations.
The reported CPU times excludes burn in. It should be noted that the Gibbs sampler in the bayesGARCH package is written partially in C and the computing times are therefore not directly comparable to the remaining methods, which are implemented fully in Matlab. It is seen that AMH-MALA produces the most effective samples per unit computing time for the methods written in Matlab, and also produces substantially better ESSes per iteration than the bayesGARCH. AMH-MALA and AMH-MALA(eig) produces similar results, indicating that there is little added value to using full spectral decomposition over the modified Cholesky factorization for this situation. To contrast this, fixing ε f = ε b = 1 but otherwise keeping the setup identical to that reported in Figure 4 results in a single accepted move in the course of the 2000 iterations, indicating the need for different tuning parameters in stationary and transient regimes (Christensen et al., 2005) .
Visual inspection of Figure 4 indicates that small values of ε f are often associated with near zero minimum eigenvalues. This can be statistically confirmed as the correlation between log | min i λ i | and ε f is 0.63 for iterations 220-2000. This indicates that the adaptive step length procedure on average sees both large positive-and large negative curvature information as useful and consequently takes long step lengths, whereas it takes shorter step lengths when very little curvature information is available in some direction. Still there is a small positive correlation of 0.24 between min i λ i and the acceptance probability, indicating that AMH-MALA performs slightly better in regions of the support where the target is log-concave.
Bayesian binary response regression
This section considers Bayesian inference for two types of binary response generalized linear models. The models are included in order to compare the proposed methodology with that of Girolami and Calderhead (2011) . Specifically, we consider models for observed binary responses y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) on the form
Here X ∈ R n×d is a design matrix and the inverse link function ρ is specified either as a logit link corresponding to ρ(x) = exp(x)/(1 + exp(x)) or the probit link corresponding to ρ(x) = Φ(x) where Φ denotes the N (0, 1) distribution function. For both link functions, the Fisher information matrix is available in closed form, and for the logit link the negative Hessian of log-likelihood function associated with (11) coincides with the Fisher information matrix, whereas this is not the case for the probit model. However, the negative Hessian is still positive definite in the relevant region for the probit model.
We consider the collection of 5 data sets used by Girolami and Calderhead (2011) where n ranges between 250 and 1000 and d ranges between 7 and 25. The sMMALA method using G GC is used as a reference. For the logit model, this amounts to a replication of the simplified MMALA-part of the Monte Carlo experiment of Girolami and Calderhead (2011) , and therefore admits calibration of their results against those presented here. For AMH-MALA we employed γ = 2.0 and Algorithm 1 with β = 20.0, ρ = 0.7. In this setting, Algorithm 1 works mainly as a safeguard against numerical problems occurring when some ρ [(
The results are presented in Table 2 . Thorough out, we collect 5000 samples after 5000 iterations of burn in, and the timings are for producing the post burn in samples. All experiments are repeated 10 times and reported numbers are averages across these replica. In their study, the simplified MMALA was found to be the best method for the logit model for 4 out 5 data sets when other contenders included the Riemann manifold HMC and full manifold MALA and the performance measure was the minimum (over β)
ESS produced per unit of time.
For the logit model, AMH-MALA may be interpreted as an adaptive step length version of Girolami Girolami and Calderhead (2011) whereas Adaptive sMMALA uses the metric tensor of Girolami and Calderhead (2011) along with adaptive step length selection.
a factor 2 increase computing time, whereas the number of effective samples produced per iteration are approximately the same. Looking at the results reported in Table 3 -7 in Girolami and Calderhead (2011) using simplified MMALA as a reference, we find that AMH-MALA performance roughly on par with Riemann manifold HMC for this model and these data sets.
For the probit model, where −H(β) and G GC do not coincide, we see slightly larger differences in terms of effective sample size in favor of AMH-MALA, whereas the relative consumption of CPU time is roughly the same. To further investigate this find, we also implemented a method based on G GC but otherwise identical to AMH-MALA and denote this method Adaptive sMMALA. It is seen that the improved ESSes appear to be a feature of the application of the Hessian rather than adaptive step length selection as the ESSes of sMMALA and Adaptive sMMALA are roughly the same. From this we may conclude that the negative Hessian may be a better alternative than the Fisher information-based metric tensor for models where the Hessian is positive definite in all relevant regions.
Discussion
This paper makes usage of the Gill et al. (1981) modified Cholesky factorizations for producing positive definite metric tensors from the Hessian matrix for simplified manifold MALA methods. A novel adaptive step length procedure that resolves the shortcomings of metric tensors derived from the Hessian in regions where the log-target has near zero curvature in some direction is proposed. The adaptive step length selection also appears to alleviate the need for different tuning parameters in transient and stationary regimes. The combination of the two constitute a large step towards developing reliable manifold MCMC methods that can be implemented for models with unknown or intractable Fisher information, and even for targets that does not admit a factorization into prior and likelihood. Through examples of low to moderate dimension, it is shown that proposed methodology performs very well relative to alternative MCMC methods.
To handle high-dimensional problems, it is likely that a HMC variant of the proposed methodology is needed. One avenue would be to make G(x) a smooth function via the usage of soft-max functions (Betancourt, 2012) in Algorithm 2 and implement full Riemann manifold HMC along the lines of Girolami and Calderhead (2011) . This approach would enable the exploitation of sparsity of the Hessian not afforded by methods based on spectral decompositions (Betancourt, 2012) , but would still require computing third derivatives of logπ. An interesting alternative that is currently being investigated involves embedding HMC into a population MCMC framework where each member of the population has the same target. In such a setup, one member of the population is expended in each MCMC iteration for calculating a position-specific mass matrix and time integration step length using the modified Cholesky factorization and adaptive step length selection procedure proposed here. These parameters are then applied in standard HMC updates of the remaining population members to mimic the effects of Riemann manifold HMC while retaining a computationally attractive separable Hamiltonian.
Another avenue for further work is to extend the adaptive step length methodology via energy error arguments of Section 2.2 to other MCMC methods, via the observation that other, possibly non-symplectic, numerical integration schemes applied to Hamilton's equations associated with (7) leads to different known proposal distributions. In particular, a symplectic Euler type B integrator (Leimkuhler and Reich, 2004, page 26) lead to a N (x + ε 2 G(x) −1 g(x), ε 2 G(x) −1 ) proposal which nests (for ε = 1) the stochastic Newton MCMC method of Martin et al. (2012) . A standard Euler integrator lead to a position specific scale random walk proposal N (x, ε 2 G(x) −1 ).
